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The sorrows of reading this awful book 
 
My expectations for the Sorrows of Work were as low as the government when Liz Truss 
came in and I could count the people queuing up for the release on 1 hand. Needless to say 
its clear that I was forced to read this book and writing 75 words to describe the anticipation 
towards it is a disrespect to humanity. I am writing this purely to tell you to only get this if you 
just want to be seriously aggravated and bored by the blurb but in that case just become a 
primary school teacher. 
 
I don’t know how this happened but by the first sentence it was clear that I was wrong, this 
book was a masterpiece of sheer boredom and I immediately felt a sense of maximum 
disappointment just like every teacher when they realised they have been using permanent 
markers on the whiteboard. The only surprise that came while reading the first page was the 
shock that it had somehow gone below my expectations. The setting and world they live in 
shocked me as it is clear that they are a clear fan of self-confidence and belief, and they 
never would mention how sad and miserable the world is. 
 
The true reality of reading 50 pages made me want to be unemployed as this book was as 
boring as Shakespeare and as miserable as a plain cheese sandwich. If you actually enjoy 
reading this, you should be sent to Area 51 for thorough examination and hopefully you 
never see the light of day again. I can’t include any quotes from this simply because there 
are no quotes worth my time to include in this. I'm simply here to tell you not to get this. This 
book doesn’t need an upgrade, it needs a nuke. This book aggravates me more than the 
American who spent $25 on a 10th anniversary. Every time I opened this thing I was sent 
into a cold and trashy place called the RyanAir front seat as we were landing. It almost 
seemed as though they wanted to intentionally make the book so that people would be as 
bored as your average Maths lesson. 
 
In conclusion the only reason you should read this is if I recommended it to you and I laugh 



at you as you suffer while trying to read it as reading this book is harder than work. This is 
the type of book that That Vegan Teacher would enjoy and read again however this book 
was a really good eye opener in terms of recent sleep medicine as the most exciting thing 
about this book was the final word. I feel bad for the author who wrote this book. The number 
of sales is so low it doesn’t even come up on Google, it’s clear that this book was made for 
the people who have the attention spans of a goldfish, and it deserves a reward for all the 
positive Wikipedia reviews that it has. The reward can be my fireplace. 

 

  


